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 ops es), and just so we're clear, the "product" in the "where do I find" is the specific "biops es" model, not just the biops model,
right? arghx: "samsung gtc3350" is a brand, "biops es" is a product line MoPac: which doesn't relate to how the computer was

made at all arghx: My question is specifically about that particular biops es model arghx: If you have a Samsung GTC3000, the
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gtc3350 is a modified model of it. arghx: The product line is the same regardless of which brand of computer you buy, right?
MoPac: No. MoPac: that's wrong. from the manufacturer standpoint it does. but from the consumer standpoint it doesn't arghx:
So you mean you're saying that to be able to search for "samsung gtc3350 biops es" and not "samsung gtc3350" I'll have to do

"samsung gtc3350"? MoPac: yes. MoPac: But you can search for "product line" too. hi, in 12.10, what is the equivalent of
/etc/init.d/networking restart? That makes no sense to me MoPac: Dont be misled by someone who does not know the technical
differences between brands and models. MoPac: this is what I meant with the "concept of product" fuzzyhc: what do you want

to do? k1l_, i want to make sure that the last rules in /etc/sysctl.d are applied after networking restart fuzzyhc: What do you
want to do with that? arghx: I'm not following you. You said "of a specific model" and I'm asking if "of a specific model" is, in

fact, the only way to search for that product 520fdb1ae7
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